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Jan. 17, 2020
Boulder Brush Facilities PDS2019-ER-19-16-001
To whom it may concern,
I am writing this letter to hopefully give credence to the fact that the Campo and Torrey wind
turbine projects in areas of San Diego county are in fact and will in fact cause a number of
problems to it’s residents.
My personal experiences regard having to pass up buying property that both my husband and
myself very much wanted.
We’ve been searching for about a year for the right property/home to hopefully live out our
lives as we are at retirement age. Our dream for many years was to live in a rural area, have a
bit of land and have a few animals.
The first property we fell in love with was at 39544 Clements St. Boulevard, Ca 91905. We
had been looking for a few months and this was the one! In doing our research of the area, we
discovered there were potentially plans for wind turbines close enough to see and hear.
I personally was broken hearted, my husband also very disappointed that we would have to
pass on it. The whole reason for moving to the country was for peace, serenity and quiet. Not
to mention the property would devalue in time because of the turbines. This was a definite
NO.
The next property we got excited about was in Campo Ca. 1263 Calle Loreto Campo, Ca
91906. Again, so excited, we were ready to make an offer! Found out about the possibility of
turbines going in very close there too. No way, same reasons.
This is a heartbreak! I then thought about all the people that may not find out about this
situation and make a huge life decision to buy a home, finding out later what’s coming.
Tragic!
I hurt for the folks that live in these areas, maybe have been there for a very long time and are
going to have their properties degraded and their quality of life lessened very much. It’s one
thing to carry out progress in areas where residents aren’t affected, go ahead on, but to do so
this near homes, it is SO wrong.
I feel so grateful we discovered this before getting stuck in this bad situation.
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I hurt that people have stopped caring and doing what’s right over the mighty dollar. It’s a
shame.
Regretfully not moving to Boulevard, Buckman Springs or Campo,
Jodi & Joel Crow
jojocrow@hotmail.com
619-813-2769
3247 Geddes Drive
San Diego, Ca 921
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